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In Brief Gordon et al. identify separable controlprocessing, control-default, and crosscontrol connector hubs that integrate specific brain networks. These hub sets are differentially engaged during task performance and affect networks differently when artificially lesioned. Different connector hub sets may separately enable top-down control of sensory motor, emotional, and control of control functions.
INTRODUCTION
Complex behavior in humans is enabled by the networked interaction of multiple brain regions specialized for specific behavioral functions. Although some of these regions are related to low-level sensory and motor functions, other regions, primarily in the prefrontal and parietal cortex, exhibit strong activity only during performance of complex cognitive tasks (Dosenbach et al., 2006; Duncan and Owen, 2000) . These regions are argued to interact with the low-level processing systems and, by that interaction, enable flexible, top-down control over behavior that is dynamically modified according to the moment-tomoment demands of the environment (Posner and Petersen, 1990; .
Using an fMRI technique called resting state functional connectivity (RSFC), these ''control'' regions are separable into at least two (Dosenbach et al., 2007 (Dosenbach et al., , 2008 and as many as five ) distinct brain networks, each of which exhibits coordinated activity within the network but comparatively little interaction between networks. In combination, these control networks interact with lower-level systems that include ''processing'' systems that represent external stimuli (somatosensory, visual, and auditory) and motor outputs, as well as systems representing internal information stores (memories, emotions, and semantics). These systems also exist as separable brain networks (Power et al., 2011; Yeo et al., 2011) , and interaction between various networks increases during performance of more complex cognitive tasks (Cole et al., 2013; Mattar et al., 2015; Shine et al., 2016) , which is associated with better task performance (Shine et al., 2016) . The specific mechanisms by which control and lower-level networks interact to enable complex cognition are an area of intense interest (van den Heuvel and Sporns, 2013) .
One compelling concept borrowed from the field of network science is that interactions between networks may be enabled by specialized network nodes (here, brain regions), termed ''connector hubs,'' that link networks together (Guimerà et al., 2007) . Previous work has confirmed that brain networks do contain diversely connected hubs (Bertolero et al., 2017; that are strongly engaged (Bertolero et al., 2015) and strongly link different networks (Cohen and D'Esposito, 2016; Cole et al., 2013; Gratton et al., 2016) during task performance. Disruption of brain hubs by lesions (Gratton et al., 2012) or by transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) (Lynch et al., 2018) causes alteration of brain network function and widespread degradation of cognitive function (Warren et al., 2014) . Together, this evidence points to connector hubs as critical regions enabling the interaction of control and processing networks for complex cognitive function (Gratton et al., 2018) . Thus, connector hubs likely represent regions analogous to the transmodal ''network epicenters'' described by Mesulam (1998) as providing top-down influence over lower-level networks.
Previously, connector hubs have been conceptualized as a single category of brain regions-a ''diverse club'' that serves as an interconnected core, allowing integration across networks (Bertolero et al., 2017) . Such characterizations are derived from data averaged across groups (Bertolero et al., 2015 (Bertolero et al., , 2017 Gratton et al., 2016; . However, inter-individual spatial variability of brain networks may artificially induce the appearance of interconnected regions in group data (Gordon et al., 2017) . By contrast, examination of brain networks in single individuals indicates a different organization: functional networks are connected-likely via connector hubs-to specific subsets of other networks, not to a single core of brain regions (Gordon et al., 2017) . This finding suggests that connector hubs are not uniform in their functional properties; rather, different hubs may link different subsets of control and processing networks to enable different functions. This organization would converge with Mesulam's concept of network epicenters providing process-specific regulatory control (Mesulam, 1998) . If true, characterizing organizational and functional distinctions between hubs would be a major step forward in understanding the role these key regions play in human behavior.
Here we used RSFC to identify hubs in individual human brains. We characterized each hub based on its network connectivity, and we clustered hubs across individuals into discrete sets with different connectivity profiles. We then described the connectivity, spatial distribution, and position in network space of each set of hubs, and we characterized the effects of removing hub sets (i.e., creating artificial lesions) on the brain's network structure. Finally, we examined whether a hub's set was related to its activation during task performance. These analyses employed the Midnight Scan Club (MSC) data, a dataset of 10 subjects with more than 10 hr of fMRI data each (Gordon et al., 2017) . We replicated all results using a subset of the Human Connectome Project (HCP) dataset (n = 80, 1 hr/subject; Van Essen et al., 2012) . Based on previous work conceptualizing hubs as enabling top-down control of process-specific lower-level systems (Cole et al., 2013; Gratton et al., 2018) , we hypothesized that hubs would dissociate into separate categories, reflecting links between control networks and process-specific systems.
RESULTS

Connector Hubs Cluster into Three Discrete Categories
In each subject, an individual-specific cortical parcellation was created . Parcel network identities were defined in each subject (following Gordon et al., 2017) . Networks included dorsal attention (DAN), fronto-parietal (FPN), parietal memory (PMN), salience (Sal), default mode (DMN), contextual association (CAN), ventral attention (VAN), medial visual (mVis), lateral visual (lVis), leg somatomotor (lSM), face somatomotor (fSM), hand somatomotor (hSM), auditory (Aud), premotor (PMot), and cingulo-opercular (CON) networks. See Figure 1A for an example subject's networks.
Parcels acting as connector hubs were identified using the participation coefficient (PC) metric (Guimerà et al., 2007) , a measure of how much a network node (here, a parcel) connects to multiple modules (brain networks). Across MSC subjects, the PC was highest in the lateral and ventromedial prefrontal and lateral and medial parietal cortex ( Figure 1B ). This distribution was replicated in HCP data ( Figure S1A ).
To focus only on the most interconnected regions, we defined connector hubs in each individual as parcels in the 80 th + percentile of the PC. Additional analyses using different thresholds revealed effectively identical results ( Figure S1C ). Parcels with a low degree (in the bottom 25 th percentile) were excluded from consideration (following Bertolero et al., 2015) because weakly connected regions are unlikely to have strong integrative influences on brain networks (Guimerà et al., 2007) . We then clustered hubs across subjects based on their connectivity strength to each network using an algorithm that optimized the number of clusters to maximize modularity, which ensures similar network connectivity within clusters and dissimilar connectivity between clusters. This clustering revealed three discrete sets, or categories, of hubs ( Figure 1C ) that exhibited strong modularity (modularity value [Q] = 0.44). These connectivity profiles are illustrated in Figure 1D , the spatial distributions of these hub sets are shown in Figure 1E , and the distribution of network identities of each hub set can be seen in Figure S1D . The first set of hubs exhibited relatively strong connectivity with FPN, DMN, and CAN. We termed these hubs ''control-default connector hubs,'' and they localized to the dorsal angular gyrus, superior and inferior frontal gyrus, retrosplenial cortex, precuneus, and ventromedial prefrontal cortex. The second set exhibited strong connectivity among CON, DAN, and FPN. We termed these hubs ''cross-control connector hubs.'' They localized to the inferior parietal lobule, supramarginal gyrus, middle and superior frontal gyrus, and posterior precuneus. The third set exhibited strong connectivity with sensory and motor processing systems (lVis, Aud, PMot, and the somatomotor networks hSM, fSM, and lSM) as well as CON and DAN. We termed these hubs ''control-processing connector hubs.'' They localized to the pre and postcentral gyrus, lateral occipital cortex, dorsomedial prefrontal cortex, and posterior insula. Analyses of HCP data produced clusters similar to the above hub sets in both connectivity profiles and spatial distributions ( Figure S1B ), suggesting that these hub categories generalize across subject populations.
Notably, detection of these hub categories required the use of individual-specific hubs. When we clustered hubs derived from group average data, hub sets were not consistent across MSC and HCP datasets in number of clusters or network connectivity patterns, and neither group average dataset produced hub clusters similar to the individual-level clusters ( Figure S1E ). Figure 2 illustrates the network organization of connector hubs in one subject (MSC01) using spring embedding plots at a connection density of 1.5%, as implemented in Gephi (https:// gephi.org/). See Figure S2 for plots of all MSC subjects. Figure 2A shows the locations and network identities of hubs on the cortex. The spring embedding plot below illustrates connectional relationships between networks and highlights the hubs. Figure 2B shows the same plots, with parcels colored by connector hub category. This visualization illustrates how hubs in the same category cluster together in network space; how hubs exist primarily at boundary points between different networks; how different hub categories mediate between different networks; and how hubs of the same category can have multiple network identities.
Removing Specific Sets of Hubs Separates Brain Networks in Distinct Ways
If hubs in different categories represent links between specific networks, then lesions to hubs in one category could isolate those networks from the brain's network structure. We artificially simulated hub category-specific lesions by removing all hubs in each category in turn and examining the effects on network structure (Albert et al., 2000; de Reus and van den Heuvel, 2014) . These effects were quantified by calculating the average path length (a measure of how easily a node can connect to any other node) of all regions in each network after removal of the hub nodes, averaged across many density thresholds (from 0.3% to 5%). A greater path length indicates increasing network isolation. This measure was compared (using paired t tests) with path lengths calculated after removing the same number of randomly chosen, degree-matched non-hubs, averaged across 100 iterations. Here we report results for hSM, CON, FPN, and DMN networks; see Table S1 for results from all networks. Significance was Bonferroni-corrected for the number of hub sets 3 networks tested. Figure 3 illustrates effects of removing hubs in each category from the network. Compared with the original network structure ( Figure 3A) , removing control-default connector hubs isolated the DMN in subject MSC01 ( Figure 3B ). Across MSC subjects, removing these hubs increased the path lengths for DMN and FPN (t-statistic [ts](9) > 7, p values [ps] < 0.01) but not CON or hSM (ps > 0.5; Figure 3C ). Removal of cross-control connector hubs separated FPN and CON in MSC01 ( Figure 3D ) and, across subjects, increased the path lengths for FPN and CON (ts(9) > 4.4, ps < 0.05) but not hSM or DMN (ps > 0.05; Figure 3E ). Removal of control-processing hubs isolated lVis and caused hSM, fSM, and Aud networks to break off of the network structure in MSC01 ( Figure 3F ). Across subjects, removing these hubs increased the path lengths for hSM and CON (ts(9) > 5.4, ps < 0.01) but not for FPN or DMN (ps > 0.2; Figure 3G ). When only subsets of each hub category were removed, the same network-specific path lengths progressively increased relative to the proportion of removed hubs ( Figure S3A ). Similar effects were observed in the HCP dataset ( Figure S3B ). These findings suggest that damage to different hub categories has dissociable effects on the brain's network organization. Task Activations Are Influenced by Hub Category and Network Identity Different RSFC-derived brain networks are considered discrete sets of brain regions, in part because they are differentially engaged during performance of cognitive and motor tasks (Smith et al., 2009) . If the hub categories identified here are also discrete sets of brain regions, then they similarly may exhibit category-specific responses during task performance that can be dissociable from the behavior of their containing network. To test this question, we examined whether the category of a hub region explains variance in task activation beyond that explained by brain network identity.
For each subject, we calculated the average task activation within each hub parcel for multiple task contrasts. The MSC data include a motor task, a mixed task (including spatial coherence discrimination and verbal discrimination conditions), and an implicit memory task. For each task, we entered activations of all hub regions into an ANOVA, testing for effects of network identity and hub category while controlling for subject identity. Significance was Bonferroni-corrected for the number of tasks tested. Contrasts against baseline (prestimulus baseline for event-related designs and implicit baseline for blocked designs) were used to obtain the most complete picture of brain activation. Here we present findings from activation patterns averaged across all conditions in each task, but tests of condition-specific effects produced similar results ( Figures  S4A-S4D ).
We found that network identity was a highly significant factor explaining variance in all task activations (F statistics [Fs](16,1211) > 7.5, ps << 0.001). Critically, hub category was also a highly significant explanatory factor (Fs(2,1211) > 44.0, ps << 0.001). Further, the variance in activation explained by hub category was comparable with that explained by network identity in the motor (hub type, 4%; network, 5%) and mixed (hub type, 6%; network, 8%) tasks (but was lower in the implicit memory task: hub type, 4%; network, 19%) ( Figure 4A ).
We examined details of these hub category effects by plotting residual activations after controlling for subject and network identity ( Figure 4B ). We observed that control-default hubs deactivated in all tasks. By contrast, control-processing hubs activated during all tasks, whereas cross-control hubs activated during the mixed and implicit memory tasks but not the motor task. Because network identity was controlled, the deactivation of control-default hubs cannot be attributed to known DMN deactivations but represent deactivations above and beyond network-level effects. Specifically, control-default hubs in DMN deactivated more across tasks than DMN nonhubs ( Figure S4I ).
The function of connector hubs within control networks is of particular interest in the performance of cognitive tasks (Cole et al., 2013; Gratton et al., 2018) . To investigate the effect of hub category on activation within control networks, we repeated the above ANOVAs, restricting analysis to hubs in the FPN, CON, and DAN.
For FPN/CON/DAN hubs, network identity did not significantly explain task activation in the motor or the mixed task (<1.5% variance, Fs(2,472) < 5.0, ps > 0.1) ( Figure 4C ). This indicates that control networks cannot be distinguished from each other based on their activations in these two tasks. In the implicit memory task, network identity did explain task activation (6.0% variance, F(2,472) = 20.2, p << 0.001). By contrast, hub category was a significant explanatory factor across all tasks (Fs(2,472) > 50, ps << 0.001) and explained more variance in activation than network identity in all tasks (motor, 9.7%; mixed, 15.9%; implicit memory, 15.6%). Examination of these hub category effects (Figure 4D ) revealed a similar pattern as that observed using all hubs ( Figure 4B ). Notably, we observed task deactivations in controldefault hubs even when restricting analysis to canonically ''task-positive'' networks. For example, although FPN non-hubs showed the expected task-positive activations, FPN controldefault hubs actually deactivated across tasks ( Figure S4I ). Together, these findings suggest that, within control networks, a hub's category can be as or more important for understanding its function than the hub's network identity. These effects of hub category on task activation were broadly replicated in the HCP data ( Figures S4E-S4H ), although hub category explained less (C, E, and G) Average path lengths for each network after removing control-default (C), crosscontrol (E), or control-processing (G) hubs (x axes, hubs) compared with removal of random, degreematched non-hubs (x axes, random). Effects are shown for hSM (cyan), CON (purple), FPN (yellow), and DMN (red). *, significant difference from random removal.
variance in this dataset, possibly because of less per-individual task data (%5 min/ task), resulting in noisier activations.
DISCUSSION
Connector hubs are considered brain regions of high importance because of their proposed role of enabling interactions between control and processing systems (Mesulam, 1990) , allowing flexible control of cognition and behavior (Bertolero et al., 2017; Gratton et al., 2018; . Investigating the function of hubs and the potential effect of damage to hubs is thus of great neuroscientific interest. Investigations of this type have revealed broad principles about how hubs are engaged during task performance (Bertolero et al., 2015; Chan et al., 2017; Cohen and D'Esposito, 2016; Cole et al., 2013; Gratton et al., 2016; Hwang et al., 2017; Mattar et al., 2015; Shine et al., 2016) , how they are affected by aging (Chan et al., 2017; Spreng and Schacter, 2012) , and how lesions to hubs affect cognition (Warren et al., 2014) . However, the effect of such investigations may be limited by the treatment of hubs as belonging to a single category. By contrast, the present findings demonstrate the existence of three discrete sets of connector hubs, each with a disparate pattern of network connections and task-evoked responses.
Critically, determinations of hub category must be made at the level of the individual. Brain networks are spatially variable across individuals (Gordon et al., 2017) , and the present work demonstrates both inter-individual variability in the locations of hubs (Figure 1) and that hubs in different categories can be spatially adjacent within an individual ( Figure 2B ). Likely as a result, these hub categories could not be identified using group average data ( Figure S1E ). This illustrates the need for individual specificity in hub identification.
Different Hub Categories Integrate Different Aspects of Human Brain Function
Clustering hubs by their network connections revealed three discrete categories of connector hubs. The separability of these hub categories is supported by the relatively high modularity of the clustering (Q > 0.4), the replication of clusters in the independent HCP dataset, the varying effects on the brain's network structure after removing each category of hubs, and the different task-evoked responses observed in different hub categories.
All three sets of hubs were linked to at least one control network (FPN, CON, or DAN) . This finding converges with work by Cole et al. (2012 Cole et al. ( , 2013 , Mattar et al. (2015) , and Shine et al. (2016) , arguing for high integrative function in control regions during complex tasks, and it refines the concept advanced by Gratton et al. (2018) that connector hubs allow control networks to interact with processing networks to enable goal-directed cognition. Indeed, we propose that, by integrating information between specific sets of control and processing brain systems, these three hub categories may each be important for specific control behaviors. First, a set of control-default connector hubs linked the DMN and FPN. These hubs may allow regulation of internally generated processes associated with the DMN, such as memories, emotional responses, or planning (AndrewsHanna et al., 2014; Dixon et al., 2018; Spreng and Schacter, 2012) , and disruption of these hubs may be linked to the altered connectivity between DMN and control systems observed in disorders of emotional regulation (Kaiser et al., 2015) . Second, a set of control-processing hubs linked sensory and motor systems to the CON and DAN. Among other functions, these hubs may enable goal-directed control of motor function (Rinne et al., 2018) , potentially enabling the changes in network integration observed during motor task automatization (Mohr et al., 2016) . Third, a set of cross-control hubs linked control networks to each other. During complex cognitive tasks, these hubs may integrate control networks to enable recursive ''control of control'' operations in which one network exhibits sustained control to regulate the dynamic top-down control functions of another network (Braver and Cohen, 2000; Cohen et al., 2014; Dosenbach et al., 2008; Gratton et al., 2016; Vatansever et al., 2015) .
Together, these results argue against connector hubs forming a unified network core that regulates peripheral processing systems. Instead, they suggest a model of brain organization in which connector hubs enable separate top-down control of multiple parallel processing streams representing internal and external stimuli as well as allowing high-level integration of those control functions.
Task-Evoked Activity Is Driven in Opposing Directions by Different Hub Categories
These interpretations of hub category functions are supported by observed differences in task-evoked activity. Control-default hubs were deactivated by all tasks, whereas control-processing hubs were active during all tasks, and cross-control hubs were only active during tasks requiring configuring of input, transformation, and output processes.
Across all hubs, both hub category and network identity explained independent variance in task activation. However, among control networks, a hub's category explained task activation better than its network membership across all MSC and some HCP tasks. Indeed, for some task contrasts in both datasets, activation did not differ between control networks. Although functional differences between control networks are well established (Dosenbach et al., 2006 (Dosenbach et al., , 2007 (Dosenbach et al., , 2008 , the common coactivation among these networks means that, under many task conditions, the networks cannot be easily distinguished (Fedorenko et al., 2013) , particularly when task initiation and/or maintenance signals are not assessed. However, control network hubs of different categories were distinguishable, even under task conditions where network-level functions could not be dissociated. This suggests that hub functions are influenced not only by their network membership but also by their specific integrative links within the network structure. Hub category thus appears to be an additional organizational principle that influences brain function independently of network membership.
Implications for Lesion and Brain Stimulation Studies
Recent lesion work has focused on how localized damage may affect the function of connected regions (Gratton et al., 2012) and so influence behavioral impairment (He et al., 2007; Siegel et al., 2016) or recovery (He et al., 2007; Siegel et al., 2018) . Damage to hubs may have widespread effects on brain networks (Gratton et al., 2012) , causing dramatic behavioral impairment (Warren et al., 2014) . The present dissociation of hubs into multiple categories and the observation that simulated damage to a hub category isolates specific networks (Figure 3 ) allows the formulation of specific hypotheses about which behaviors may be affected by lesions to which hubs-e.g., that damage to cross-control hubs may affect task switching but not automatic sensory motor functions. Hubs may also represent ideal targets for stimulation using TMS because induced modification of hub activity could influence multiple networks and, thus, have increased experimental or clinical effects (Lynch et al., 2018) . The present work enables predictions about which behaviors may be influenced by targeting which hub regions. For example, protocols for treatment of depression using prefrontally targeted TMS could potentially be improved by specific targeting of a patient's control-default hubs, thus enhancing FPN regulation of DMN-related emotional circuits. Such possibilities remain to be investigated in future work.
Potential Alternate Accounts of Hub Function
Prior work has suggested that control regions regulate the function of processing regions (Miller and D'Esposito, 2005; Zanto et al., 2011) . Because the hub regions identified here are well positioned to enable information transfer between control and processing systems, we argue that control signal transmission is a likely function of these hubs (Gratton et al., 2018) . However, there are other potential explanations for this observed topology. Control signals may be transmitted by some other, unknown means, and the hubs described here may instead compare control signals with the outputs of the influenced network to implement error-related adjustments. Or hub regions may be ''domain-general'' regions that are multiply connected at rest because they can be dynamically recruited to assist with the functions of multiple brain systems. Although we consider such alternative accounts unlikely-the hub categories' spatial distributions do not correspond with either known error signals (e.g., Neta et al., 2015) or putative domain-general regions (Fedorenko et al., 2013 )-they should be tested in future work using task paradigms designed to dissociate such possibilities.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS
Data was used from two independent publicly available datasets of fMRI data, described below.
Midnight Scan Club (MSC) dataset
Data were collected from ten healthy, right-handed, young adult subjects (5 females; age: 24-34). Two of the subjects are authors (NUFD and SMN), and the remaining subjects were recruited from the Washington University community. Informed consent was obtained from all participants. The study was approved by the Washington University School of Medicine Human Studies Committee and Institutional Review Board. This dataset was previously reported in (Gordon et al., 2017) .
Human Connectome Project (HCP) Dataset
Resting-state and task data from 80 subjects (40 females; mean age = 29 years, age range = 22-36) were retrieved from the publicly available Human Connectome Project (HCP) dataset (Van Essen et al., 2012) . These subjects were selected as the subjects with minimal in-scan resting-state head motion estimates from the S500 data release.
METHOD DETAILS Midnight Scan Club (MSC) dataset
Imaging for each subject was performed on a Siemens TRIO 3T MRI scanner over the course of 12 sessions conducted on separate days, each beginning at midnight. In total, four T1-weighted images, 5 hours of resting-state BOLD fMRI, and 5.5 hours of task BOLD fMRI were collected from each subject. Tasks collected included a motor task, a mixed perceptual/language task, and an implicit memory task. Data was processed and normalized into CIFTI space using tools from the Freesurfer (Dale et al., 1999) , FSL (Smith et al., 2004) , and Connectome Workbench (Marcus et al., 2011) software packages, as in (Gordon et al., 2017) . Task evoked activations were modeled individually for each voxel with a general linear model (GLM) (Miezin et al., 2000) , using in-house image analysis REAGENT (Gordon et al., 2017) .
Human Connectome Project (HCP) Dataset
See (Van Essen et al., 2012) for details of the data acquisition procedures. Briefly, structural and functional MRI data were acquired on a custom Siemens Skyra 3T scanner, including one T1-weighted image and four 15-minute resting-state BOLD runs. The two runs (one each of left-right/right-left phase-encoding) with minimal in-scan motion were selected for each subject. Functional images were processed using the HCP minimal preprocessing pipeline (Glasser et al., 2013) , which includes head motion correction, intensity normalization, bias field correction, and transformation to an isotropic 2-mm MNI atlas space. Volumetric data was then processed into CIFTI space as in as in (Gordon et al., 2017) .
Pre-computed CIFTI-space task contrasts for each subject were retrieved from the HCP dataset for each of the seven separate tasks in the dataset (Emotion, Gambling, Language, Motor, Relational, Social, and Working Memory).
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Parcellation Each subject's cortex was parcellated into discrete homogeneous parcels using a gradient-based parcellation technique . Briefly, for each subject, RSFC time courses from all points in the brain were correlated against each other to generate a correlation map seeded from every point, and then these maps were correlated against each other to calculate the similarity of RSFC maps between each pair of points in the brain. A map of spatial gradients was then calculated on each column of the resulting similarity matrix using Workbench tools. Edges were identified in each of the resulting gradient maps using the watershed edge detection technique (S. Beucher and C. Lantuejoul, 1979, International Workshop on Image Processing: Real-Time Edge and Motion Detection/Estimation, conference), and all resulting edge maps were summed. Parcels were built from the resulting summed edge map by again applying the watershed edge detection technique. Neighboring parcels with edge counts less than a predefined threshold were merged. This threshold was varied across datasets based on the observed level of noise in the data. The threshold was set at the 50 th %tile of all edge values for the MSC subjects and at the 70 th %tile for the HCP subjects.
Hub identification
In each subject, parcels acting as hubs were identified using the participation coefficient (PC) metric, a measure of the degree to which a node in a graph (here, a parcel) is connected to multiple separate modules (here, brain networks). First, the subject's RSFC time courses were averaged across the vertices of each parcel to create parcel average time courses. These parcel average time courses were then cross-correlated against each other to create a parcel-to-parcel correlation matrix, which was then Fishertransformed to improve normality. Correlations between parcels with centroids within 30mm geodesic distance of each other were set to zero in the matrix. The matrix was thresholded at a range of graph densities ranging from 0.3% to 5%, and the Infomap algorithm (Rosvall and Bergstrom, 2008) was applied to each thresholded matrix in order to identify communities. At each density threshold, these infomap-derived communities were used to calculate PC for each parcel, as in (Guimerà et al., 2007) . Because the PC calculation uses parcel degree in the denominator, parcels with low degree can produce unstable (and often large) PC values, even though a parcel with low degree is unlikely to be a hub of interest. Thus, the PC values for parcels with degree in the bottom 25 th percentile of all parcels were set to zero. PC values were then converted to percentiles and averaged across density thresholds. There is currently no accepted cutoff for what constitutes a hub versus a non-hub. As a result, we defined hubs as parcels with PC values in the top Xth percentile within each subject (following (Bertolero et al., 2015; Gratton et al., 2016) , where X ranges from 75 to 95. Here, we present results using the top 80 th percentile PC value parcels as hubs; however, we note that effectively identical results were obtained for all PC cutoffs tested ( Figure S1C ).
Hub clustering
We observed that high-PC hub parcels varied in their connectivity profiles. We tested whether hubs could be clustered into discrete types across individuals. For each subject, we first identified individual-specific large-scale cortical networks. The infomap-derived communities identified at each density threshold (above) were assigned network identities based on similarities to known groupaverage networks [e.g., the seventeen networks described in (Gordon et al., 2017) ; see Figure S1B ]. This matching approach proceeded following (Gordon et al., 2017) . At each density threshold, all identified communities within an individual were compared (using spatial overlap, quantified with the Jaccard index) to each one of the group-average networks in turn. The best-matching (highest-overlap) community was assigned that network identity; that community was not considered for comparison with other networks within that threshold. Matches lower than Jaccard = 0.1 were not considered (to avoid matching based on only a few vertices). Matches were first made with the large, well-known networks (Default, Lateral Visual, Motor, Cingulo-Opercular, Fronto-Parietal, Dorsal Attention), and then to the smaller, less well-known networks (Ventral Attention, Salience, Parietal Memory, Contextual Association, Medial Visual, Motor Foot). In each individual, a final ''consensus'' network assignment was then derived by collapsing assignments across thresholds, giving each node the assignment it had at the sparsest possible threshold at which it was successfully assigned to one of the known group networks.
We then calculated the strength of functional connectivity between the hub parcel and all parcels of each network, averaged across all within-network parcels outside of 30mm from the hub. This resulted in a network connectivity profile (i.e., 17 independent connectivity strengths) for each hub.
Discrete hub types were identified by clustering together similar network connectivity profiles. Similarity of network connectivity profiles was calculated by cross-correlating the network profiles of all subject hubs, separately in each dataset. The Louvain algorithm was applied to the resultant weighted, signed correlation matrix 10 3 times, and a separate consensus clustering was generated using an ''association-recluster'' strategy, which addresses the issue that modularity-based clusterings are often non-deterministic.
In an association-recluster framework, modularity maximization is used to create a consensus clustering from an association matrix, where entries denote the frequency with which nodes co-occur in a community across iterations (Lancichinetti and Fortunato, 2012) . Finally, hub detection and clustering were repeated on ''group average'' data. For each subject, we calculated average time courses within each parcel of an a priori group average parcellation and cross-correlated those time courses to create connectivity matrices. Connectivity matrices were averages across subjects within each dataset, and participation coefficients were calculated based on the group average connectivity. As above, hubs were identified as parcels in the top 80 th %tile of PC values, and hubs were clustered based on the similarity of their connectivity values.
Effects of hub type removal on brain network structure We examined how removing each hub type in turn would affect the brain's network structure. We hypothesized that removing hubs would reduce the ability of brain networks to link with each other. We evaluated this using the ''path length'' metric calculated using the Brain Connectivity Toolbox (Rubinov and Sporns, 2010) . In each subject, path length was calculated for each network separately as the average number of node-to-node connections needed to travel between each network node and all other nodes in the brain. Disconnected nodes are traditionally assigned a path length of infinity; here, we wanted to include the disconnected nodes in the calculation, as they indicate increased network isolation. Therefore, all paths from disconnected nodes were assigned a value equal to the maximum distance between any two nodes in the brain before removing hubs. This calculation was conducted on binarized connectivity matrices thresholded at multiple graph densities ranging from 0.3% to 5% (as in ''Hub Identification'' above), and path lengths were averaged across thresholds for each network.
Removing nodes from a network will inevitably increase path lengths (as possible shorter connection paths are removed but are never added). Therefore, as an appropriate control, we compared the path lengths calculated for each network after removing hub nodes against path lengths calculated after removing the same number of randomly chosen non-hub nodes. Each random node was selected to be approximately matched in degree (+/À 5%tile) to a hub node. Random node selection was iterated 100 times, and resulting path lengths were averaged across iterations. For each network, comparisons between path lengths after hub removal and path lengths after random removal were conducted across subjects using paired one-tailed t tests. Significance tests were Bonferroni-corrected for the number of networks (15) and hub types (3) tested, resulting in a corrected p threshold of 0.0022.
We also explored how path lengths in each network progressively increased as more and more hubs in each category were removed. The procedure above was repeated, but instead of removing all hub nodes in a category, we removed the hubs in that category with the top 10% of PC values. Resulting path lengths calculated after this removal were compared to removal of 100 iterations of the same number of degree-matched non-hubs, as above. We then repeated this analysis removing the top 20% of PC values, the top 30%, etc, obtaining path lengths after removal of hubs with all cumulative deciles of PC values, as well as degree-matched non-hub nodes.
Effect of hub type on task activation
We hypothesized that the identity (type) of a hub region would also explain additional, unrelated variance in task activation, above and beyond that explained by differences among brain networks. To test this hypothesis, we first calculated the average task activation within each hub parcel for a number of different task contrasts. In the MSC data, these contrasts included 1) the average of all motor conditions (left hand + right hand + left foot + right foot + tongue) versus baseline in the motor task; 2) the average of both trial conditions (Glass pattern discrimination + noun/verb judgment) versus baseline in the mixed task; and 3) the average of the first and third stimulus presentations in the implicit memory task, across all stimulus types. For each task contrast, hub parcel average activations from all subjects were entered into a 3-way mixed ANOVA testing for effects of 1) network identity and 2) hub type, while controlling for 3) subject identity as a random effect of no interest.
For a more detailed examination of condition-specific effects, we repeated the above analysis for the following conditions: 1) Tongue movement versus baseline in the Motor task; 2) Left hand movement versus baseline in the Motor task; 3) Right hand movement versus baseline in the Motor task; 4) Left leg movement versus baseline in the Motor task; 5) Right leg movement versus baseline in the Motor task; 6) Glass pattern dot motion discrimination in the Mixed perceptual/language task; 7) Semantic judgment in the Mixed perceptual/language task; 8) Face stimuli in the Implicit Memory task; 9) Scene stimuli in the Implicit Memory task; and 10) Word stimuli in the Implicit Memory task.
To specifically investigate the effect of different hub types on task activation within control networks, we repeated the above ANOVAs, restricting the analysis to hubs identified as belonging to the Fronto-Parietal, Cingulo-Opercular, and Dorsal Attention networks.
To validate these findings, we replicated these analyses in the HCP data. Task contrasts used were: 1) The ''Faces'' condition versus baseline, in the Emotion task; 2) the ''Reward'' condition versus baseline in the Gambling task; 3) the ''Math'' condition versus baseline in the Language task; 4) the ''Story'' condition versus baseline in the Language task; 5) the average of all motor conditions (left hand + right hand + left foot + right foot + tongue) versus baseline in the Motor task; 6) the ''Relational'' condition versus baseline in the Relational Reasoning task; 7) the ''Theory of Mind'' condition versus baseline in the Social task; and 8) the ''2-Back'' condition versus baseline in the Working Memory task.
All significance tests were Bonferroni-corrected for the total number of tasks tested in MSC and HCP datasets, resulting in a corrected p threshold of 0.0045.
DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY
Raw MRI data, as well as segmented cortical surfaces, preprocessed volumetric and cifti-space RSFC and task time courses, and subject-specific parcellations and networks, have been deposited in the Openneuro data repository (https://openneuro.org/ datasets/ds000224/versions/00002).
Code to perform preprocessing and analysis is available at https://github.com/MidnightScanClub. The accession number for the MSC data reported in this paper is Openneuro: ds000224. Table S1 . Related to Figure 3 . One-sided T-statistics and significance values (corrected for multiple comparisons) for the comparisons of path length after removal of each type of hub against removal of the same number of randomly selected nodes, in each network. See main text for network abbreviations.
